We analyze the dispersions of distributed lossless source coding (the Slepian-Wolf problem), the multiple-access channel and the asymmetric broadcast channel. For the two-encoder Slepian-Wolf problem, we introduce a quantity known as the entropy dispersion matrix, which is analogous to the scalar dispersions that have gained interest recently. We prove a global dispersion result that can be expressed in terms of this entropy dispersion matrix and provides intuition on the approximate rate losses at a given blocklength and error probability. To gain better intuition about the rate at which the non-asymptotic rate region converges to the Slepian-Wolf boundary, we define and characterize two operational dispersions: the local dispersion and the weighted sum-rate dispersion. The former represents the rate of convergence to a point on the Slepian-Wolf boundary while the latter represents the fastest rate for which a weighted sum of the two rates converges to its asymptotic fundamental limit. Interestingly, when we approach either of the two corner points, the local dispersion is characterized not by a univariate Gaussian but a bivariate one as well as a subset of off-diagonal elements of the aforementioned entropy dispersion matrix. Finally, we demonstrate the versatility of our achievability proof technique by providing inner bounds for the multiple-access channel and the asymmetric broadcast channel in terms of dispersion matrices. All our proofs are unified a so-called vector rate redundancy theorem which is proved using the multidimensional Berry-Esséen theorem.
behavior of log M * (n, ǫ) was studied first by Strassen [9] and the analysis was extended recently by Hayashi [10] and Polyanskiy, Poor and Verdú [11] . They showed that for most channels and for all ǫ ∈ (0, 1),
The constant V coincides with an operational quantity known as the channel dispersion [11] , which is similar to the second-order coding rate in [10] . The channel dispersion is the variance of the log-likelihood ratio of the channel W and the capacity-achieving output distribution p Y * assuming uniqueness of the capacity-achieving input distribution p X * := arg max p I(p, W ). The term V n Q −1 (ǫ) is approximately the rate penalty in at blocklength n. The first two terms in (1) are known as the Gaussian approximation to R * (n, ǫ).
In this paper, using Gaussian approximations, we ask similar dispersion-type questions for three multi-user problems: distributed lossless source coding, also known as the Slepian-Wolf (SW) problem, the multiple-access channel (MAC) and the asymmetric broadcast channel (ABC). We show that the network analogue of the scalar dispersion quantity V is a positive-semidefinite matrix V that generally depends on the channel, input distributions or sources. We call this a global dispersion result. Furthermore, we also perform local dispersion analysis. Just as V in (1) quantifies the rate of convergence of R * (n, ǫ) to capacity, we examine the rate of convergence to various points on the boundary of the asymptotic rate region for the SW problem. Our results are of practical importance due to the ubiquity of communication networks where numerous users simultaneously share a data compression system or utilize a common channel. Since there may be hard constraints on the permissible number of channel uses (i.e., the delay in decoding), it is useful to gain an intuition of the approximate backoff from the asymptotic fundamental limits in terms of a quantity that is analogous to V in (1) .
A. Summary of Main Results
There are three main results in this paper: 1) For the SW problem, we define the (n, ǫ)-optimal rate region R * SW (n, ǫ) to be the set of rate pairs (R 1 , R 2 ) for which there exists a length-n code such that the error probability in reconstructing the sources does not exceed ǫ. We characterize R * SW (n, ǫ) up to an O( log n n ) factor. More precisely, we show the following global dispersion result (Theorem 1) for the SW problem: R * SW (n, ǫ) is the set of rate pairs (R 1 , R 2 
where the set S (V, ǫ) ⊂ R 3 is the multidimensional analogue of the cumulative distribution function for a zero-mean multivariate Gaussian with covariance matrix V. See Fig. 1 for a schematic of R * SW (n, ǫ). This is pleasingly analogous to (1) in which the backoff from the asymptotic optimal rate region is of the order O(
). The constant is also specified as the dispersion matrix V. 2) However, while the global dispersion result for SW in (2) resembles the channel dispersion one in (1) , it differs in one key aspect. Namely, the rate at which R * SW (n, ǫ) approaches certain boundary points of the asymptotic SW region is somewhat nebulous. To clarify this, we define two related operational dispersions which we also characterize exactly. First, we consider approaching various points on the boundary at a specified angle θ (See Fig. 1 ). Interestingly, when we approach either of the corner points, the local dispersion (proved in Theorem 2) is characterized not by a univariate Gaussian (via the Q −1 function as in (1)) but a bivariate Gaussian, a subset of the off-diagonal elements of the dispersion matrix V and the angle of approach. This phenomenon is not observed when we approach non corner-points. Indeed, in this case, the local dispersion is simply characterized by an element on the diagonal of V and the angle of approach. Second, suppose we want to minimize a linear combination of R 1 and R 2 , say αR 1 + βR 2 for some α, β ≥ 0. It can be seen from the polygonal shape of the SW region that for almost all values of (α, β), the resulting rate pairs will converge to one of the two corner points. We characterize the speed at which the (α, β)-weighted sum-rate of the best SW code of length n with error probability not exceeding ǫ converges to either αH(X 1 |X 2 ) + βH(X 2 ) or αH(X 1 ) + βH(X 2 |X 1 ). We call the proportionality constant involved in this speed the (α, β)-weighted sum-rate dispersion or simply the weighted sum-rate dispersion (proved in Theorem 3).
upper case bold font (e.g., M); this should hopefully cause no confusion with random vectors. The notation M T denotes the transpose of M. The notations M ≻ 0 and M 0 mean that M is (symmetric) positive-definite and positive-semidefinite respectively. In addition, λ min (M), λ max (M) and M 2 denote, respectively, the minimum and maximum eigenvalue and the spectral norm of M. The (i, j) element of M is denoted as [M] i,j . For a vector v ∈ R d , v q = ( d t=1 |v t | q ) 1/q is the ℓ q norm for q ∈ [1, ∞]. The notation 1 denotes the vector of all ones. For two vectors u, v ∈ R d , u ≤ v means u t ≤ v t for all t = 1, . . . , d. The notation u ≥ v is defined similarly. Sets will be denoted by calligraphic font (e.g., X ). Subsets of Euclidean space will be denoted by script font (e.g., R).
Types (empirical distributions) will be denoted by upper case (e.g., P ) and distributions by lower case (e.g., p). The set of distributions supported on a finite set X and the set of n-types supported on X will be denoted by P(X ) and P n (X ) respectively. The type of a sequence x n is denoted as P x n . The set of all sequences whose type is some P is denoted as T P , the type class. For two sequences x n ∈ X n , y n ∈ Y n , the conditional type of y n given x n is the stochastic matrix V : X → Y satisfying P x n (a)V (b|a) = P x n ,y n (a, b) for all (a, b) ∈ X × Y. The set of y n with conditional type V given x n is denoted by T V (x n ), the V -shell of x n . The family of stochastic matrices V : X → Y for which the V -shell of a sequence x n ∈ T P is not empty is denoted as V n (Y; P ) [12, Sec. 2.5] .
Entropy and conditional entropy are denoted as H(X) = H(p X ) and H(Y |X) = H(p Y |X |p X ) respectively. Mutual information is denoted as I(X; Y ) = I(p X , p Y |X ). We often times make the dependence on the distribution explicit. Let x n , y n be a pair of sequences for which the y n has conditional type V given x n and letX and Y be dummy random variables with joint distribution P x n ,y n . Then, the notationsĤ(x n ) = H(P x n ) = H(X) andĤ(y n |x n ) = H(V |P x n ) = H(Ỹ |X) denote, respectively, the empirical marginal and conditional entropies respectively. Note that empirical information quantities will generally be denoted with hats. So for example, the empirical mutual information of the random variablesX,Ỹ above will be denoted interchangeably asÎ(x n ∧ y n ) = I(P x n , V ) = I(X;Ỹ ). Empirical conditional mutual information is defined similarly.
The multivariate Gaussian probability density function with mean m and covariance Λ is denoted as N (u; m, Λ) or more simply as N (m, Λ). For a standard univariate Gaussian N (u; 0, 1) , the cumulative distribution function and Q-function are defined as Φ(z) := 
II. DISPERSION OF DISTRIBUTED LOSSLESS SOURCE CODING
Distributed lossless source coding-also known as the Slepian-Wolf or SW problem-consists in separately encoding two (or more) correlated sources (X n 1 , X n 2 ) ∼ n k=1 p X1,X2 (x 1k , x 2k ) into a pair of rate-limited messages
]. Subsequently, given these compressed versions of the sources, a decoder seeks to reconstruct (X n 1 , X n 2 ). One of the most remarkable results in information theory, proved by Slepian and Wolf in 1973 [7] , states that the set of achievable rate pairs (R 1 , R 2 ) is asymptotically equal to that when each of the encoders is also given knowledge of the other source, i.e., encoder 1 knows X n 2 and vice versa. The optimal rate region R * SW is given by the polyhedron
We are also interested in the optimal weighted sum-rate; that is, for constants α, β ≥ 0, the minimum value of αR 1 + βR 2 for achievable (R 1 , R 2 ). Of particular interest is the case α = β = 1, corresponding to the standard sum-rate, but other cases may be important as well, such as if transmitting from encoder 1 is more costly than transmitting from encoder 2. Because of the polygonal shape of the optimal region described in (3), the optimal weighted sum-rate is always achieved at one of the two corner points, and the optimal rate is given by
As with most other statements in information theory [12] , the results in (3) and (4) are first-order asymptotic.
In this section, we analyze the second-order, or dispersion behavior of the SW problem. That is, we study how quickly achievable rates can approach the asymptotic fundamental limits given in (3) and (4) as the blocklength grows. We will focus on the two-sender case. A SW code is characterized by four parameters; the blocklength n, the rates of the first and second sources (R 1 , R 2 ) and the probability of error defined as
whereX n 1 andX n 2 are the reconstructed versions of X n 1 and X n 2 respectively. 1 Each blocklength n and probability of error ǫ ∈ (0, 1 2 ) results in some achievable region of rate pairs that will in general be smaller than the asymptotically optimal region R * SW (for ǫ ∈ ( 1 2 , 1), the achievable region will, in general, be larger). Our first result in this section is a characterization of the (n, ǫ)-optimal region up to a O( log n n ) correction term. This is a tight second-order result in the sense that it the gap between inner and outer bounds is O( log n n ), and thus it exactly specifies the constants on the O( 1 √ n ) terms with which the (n, ǫ)-region approaches the asymptotically optimal region. However, it is a global rather than a local result, and as such it is opaque to certain behaviors about how the achievable region approaches the optimal SW boundary. To complete the story, we also define two other dispersions operationally. We characterize these dispersions exactly by leveraging the first, global result. The first is local dispersion, meaning the speed of convergence to a specific point on the boundary of the asymptotically optimal region from a specific angle. The second type of dispersion considers the weighted sum-rate discussed above: in particular, how quickly the weighted sum-rate can approach the asymptotically optimal rate given in (4) .
We start with definitions followed by the statements of our results. We then discuss the implications of our results. The proof of the global result is provided in Section VI-B, and the proofs of the other dispersion results are in Appendix A.
A. Definitions
Let (X 1 , X 2 , p X1,X2 (x 1 , x 2 )) be a discrete memoryless multiple source (DMMS). This means that (X n 1 , X n 2 ) ∼ n k=1 p X1,X2 (x 1k , x 2k ), i.e., the source is independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.). We remind the reader that the alphabets X 1 , X 2 are finite. We also assume throughout that p X1,X2 (x 1 , x 2 ) > 0 for every (x 1 , x 2 ) ∈ X 1 × X 2 and that the sources are not independent. Finally, we assume that the error probability 0 < ǫ < 1.
sum (n, ǫ; α, β) be the minimum (n, ǫ, α, β)-achievable sum-rate. Our analysis in this paper will be focused not on providing direct bounds on R * SW (n, ǫ) and R * sum (n, ǫ; α, β) for finite n, but rather on the speed at which these approach R * SW and R * sum respectively, as n → ∞. In particular, we are interested in characterizing the quanities defined in the following two definitions. These are both versions of operational dispersion. The first is local dispersion (illustrated in Fig. 1 ): the speed of convergence to a particular asymptotic rate pair from a given angle, and the second is weighted sum-rate dispersion: the speed of convergence of the weighted sum-rate for a given weight pair.
Definition 4. Fix a rate pair
on the boundary of the asymptotic SW rate region R * SW , and a probability of error ǫ > 0. The dispersion-angle pair (F, θ) is (R * 1 , R * 2 , ǫ)-achievable if there exists a sequence of 1 A more challenging task would be to consider constituent error probabilities P(X
and place three different upper bounds ǫ1, ǫ2 and ǫ3 on these probabilities. We choose to consider the single compound error probability in (5) for simplicity. and the asymptotic SW region in (3) whose boundary is indicated by B * SW . We use the simplified notation H1 := H(X1), H2 := H(X2), H 1|2 := H(X1|X2), H 2|1 := H(X2|X1) and H1,2 = H(X1, X2). The directions of approach are indicated by the arrows in the different subplots. In subplot (a), we approach the vertical boundary; the local dispersion F (θ, ǫ; R * 1 , R * 2 ) is given in (21) . In subplot (b), we approach the sum-rate boundary; the local dispersion is given in (23) . In subplot (c), we approach the corner point (H1, H 2|1 ); the local dispersion is given implicitly in (25) .
(n, 2 nR1,n , 2 nR2,n , ǫ)-SW codes such that
The local dispersion
The weighted sum-rate dispersion for the weight pair (α, β) and probability of error ǫ is given by
where R * sum (α, β) is defined in (4). Observe from Definition 4 that for any ǫ > 0, angle θ, and asymptotic rate pair (R * 1 , R * 2 ), there exist codes with rates {(R 1,n , R 2,n )} n∈N and probability of error ǫ satisfying the approximate relationships
The only interesting values of θ are those for which the rates {(R 1,n , R 2,n )} n∈N approach the asymptotic rate pair (R * 1 , R * 2 ) from the interior (resp. exterior) of the asymptotic SW rate region R * SW when ǫ ≤ 1 2 (resp. when ǫ > 1 2 ). For example, when approaching a point on the vertical boundary [see Fig. 1(a) ], the local dispersion is only interesting if − π 2 < θ < π 2 . From Definition 5, for any ǫ > 0 and weight pair (α, β), there exists codes with rates {(R 1,n , R 2,n )} n∈N and probability of error ǫ satisfying
Below, Theorem 2 exactly characterizes F (θ, ǫ; R * 1 , R * 2 ), and Theorem 3 exactly characterizes G(ǫ; α, β). We now define quantities that will allow us to state our results. For a positive-semidefinite symmetric matrix V ∈ R d×d , let the random vector Z ∼ N (0, V). Note that N (0, V) is a degenerate Gaussian if V is singular. If rank(V) = r < d, all the probability mass of p(u) = N (u; 0, V) lies in a subspace of dimension r in R d . Define the set cond(V) = 49 n =500,ǫ=0.01 n =500,ǫ=0.30 n =1000,ǫ=0.01 Note that
This set is analogous to the (inverse) cumulative distribution function of a zero-mean Gaussian with covariance matrix
is a convex, unbounded set in the positive orthant in R 3 . The boundary of S (V, ǫ) is smooth if V is positive-definite. We shall see that this set scaled by
, plays an important role in specification of bounds on the (n, ǫ)-optimal rate region. This set is diagrammed in two dimensions (for ease of visualization) in Fig. 2 . We note that the boundaries are indeed curved due to the fact that V ≻ 0. Note that as n increases to infinity or ǫ increases towards 1 2 , the boundaries are translated closer to the horizontal and vertical axes. If ǫ > 1 2 , the region strictly includes the positive orthant. Also observe that as the condition number 2 V increases, i.e., V tends towards being singular, the corners of the curves become "sharper" (or "less rounded"). Indeed, in the limiting case when V has rank one, the support of p(u) = N (u; 0, V) belongs to a subspace of dimension one. In this case, the set S (V, ǫ) is an axis-aligned, unbounded rectangle (a cuboid in higher dimensions). See further discussions in Section II-B4.
Definition 6. The entropy density vector is defined as
The mean of the entropy density vector is the vector of entropies, i.e.,
We denote the entries of
be the maximum of the spectral norms of the Hessians of p X1,X2 → H t (p X1,X2 ), viewed as functions of the vectorized version of p X1,X2 ∈ R |X1||X2| .
Definition 7.
The entropy dispersion matrix V(p X1,X2 ) is the covariance matrix of the random vector h(
We abbreviate the deterministic quantities H(p X1,X2 ) ∈ R 3 and V(p X1,X2 ) 0 as H and V respectively. Observe that V is a matrix analogue of scalar dispersion. We will find it convenient, in this and following sections, to define the non-negative rate vector R ∈ R 3 as
Definition 8. Define the region R in (n, ǫ) ⊂ R 2 to be the set of rate pairs (R 1 , R 2 ) that satisfy
where ν := |X 1 ||X 2 | + κ + 3/2. Also define the region R out (n, ǫ) ⊂ R 2 to be the set of rate pairs (R 1 , R 2 ) that satisfy
Definition 9. Define the bivariate generalization of the Q-function as
B. Main Results and Interpretation
for all n sufficiently large. Furthermore, the inner bound is universally attainable, i.e., the coding scheme does not depend on the knowledge of the source statistics.
The proof is provided in Section VI-B. We now state our results on the local and sum-rate dispersion. These are proved in Appendix A and hold for all ǫ ∈ (0, 1).
, there are five cases:
where
is the correlation coefficient of the random variables − log p X1|X2 (X 1 |X 2 ) and − log p X1,X2 (X 1 , X 2 ).
where ρ 2,3 is defined analogously to ρ 1,3 .
where the minimum is taken over all w 1 , w 2 satisfying
If α < β, then G(ǫ; α, β) is also given by (26) but with the minimization subject to
The correlation coefficients ρ 1,3 and ρ 2,3 are as defined in Theorem 2.
1) Discussion of Theorem 1:
The direct part of Theorem 1 is proved using the usual random binning argument [7] , [26] together with a multidimensional Berry-Essèen theorem [27] . The latter allows us to prove an important vector rate redundancy theorem (Theorem 6). This theorem is a recurring proof technique-it is also used to prove the direct parts of the analogous results for the multiple-access and broadcast channels. The decoder is a modification of a minimum empirical entropy [12] decoding rule. More precisely, we require the three empirical entropieŝ
to be jointly smaller than some perturbed rate vector R − δ n 1, where R is in the inner bound and δ n = O( log n n ). By Taylor's theorem, it can be seen that the empirical entropy vector behaves like a multivariate Gaussian with mean H and covariance V n , explaining the presence of these terms in (17) and (18) . The converse is proved by leveraging on an information spectrum theorem for the SW problem by Miyake and Kanaya [28] . Also see [29, Lemma 7.2.2] . Theorem 1 extends naturally to the case where there are more than two senders.
2) Comparison with Polygonal Region:
We now focus on interpreting the results of Theorem 2, which provide a different perspective on the rate region. In particular, we compare the rate region with that of another source coding problem. Consider the (n, ǫ)-region for lossless source coding with side information at encoders and decoder (SI-ED), also known as cooperative source coding. Specifically, first consider the problem of source coding X 1 with X 2 available as (full non-coded) side information at the encoder and the decoder. Second, we swap the roles of X 1 and X 2 . Third, we consider a single-user source coding problem for the pair (X 1 , X 2 ). Up to O( log n n ) terms, this region R * SI−ED (n, ǫ) ⊂ R 2 is the set of rate pairs (R 1 , R 2 ) satisfying the three scalar constraints
The three decoupled constraints in (29) , which describe a piecewise linear region, represent three single-user simplifications of the problem and therefore three outer bounds to R * SW (n, ǫ). The first two inequalities characterizing the region in (29) can be derived in a straightforward manner using a side information (conditional) version of Strassen's original result [9] for hypothesis testing. The last inequality is simply one of Strassen's original results on source coding. Also see Problem 1.1.8 in Csiszár and Körner [12] and Theorem 1 in Kontoyiannis [30] .
It may appear that the piecewise linear region in (29) is very different from that described by Theorem 1. In fact, Theorem 2 asserts that these two regions differ only at the two corner points. For example, consider a rate pair approaching a point (R * 1 , R * 2 ) on the vertical boundary of the asymptotic region (i.e. R * 1 = H(X 1 |X 2 ) and R * 2 > H(X 2 )) as in Fig. 1(a) . For the region in (29) , the only relevant constraint in the neighborhood of (R * 1 , R * 2 ) is the constraint on R 1 in (29a). For the region for the full SW problem, substituting (21) into (9), we find that the best rates approaching (R * 1 , R * 2 ) from direction θ are given by the approximate relations
Notice that if θ / ∈ {± π 2 } and n is sufficiently large, R 2 can be made arbitrarily close to R * 2 , whereas the constraint on R 1 in (30a) is identical to that in (29a). That is, up to O( log n n ) terms, achievable rates are the same as if X 2 were known perfectly at the decoder. This makes intuitive sense, since R * 2 > H(X 2 ), so we are in the large deviations regime for the second source X 2 and the error probability for reconstructing X 2 vanishes much more quickly than that for X 1 . In fact, it vanishes exponentially fast and the exponent is the almost-lossless source coding error exponent [12, Ch. 2] . Similarly, the SI-ED and SW regions do not differ when approaching the horizontal boundary or the sum-rate boundary as in Fig. 1(b) .
However, when approaching either of the corner points, as in Fig. 1 (c), the situation is more complicated. In particular, the scalar perspective on dispersion illustrated in the region in (29) is insufficient, because characterizing the dispersions at the corner points require off-diagonal terms of the V matrix, as stated in (24) and (25). Intuitively, this is because there are several forces at play-for the (H(X 1 ), H(X 2 |X 1 )) point, the contribution from the marginal dispersion [V] 2,2 , the contribution from the sum rate dispersion [V] 3,3 and also the correlation coefficient ρ 2,3 . These interact to give an local dispersion that can only be expressed implicitly as in (24)- (25). Note that now the dispersion depends on the angle of approach and the correlation coefficient of − log p X2|X1 (X 2 |X 1 ) and − log p X1,X2 (X 1 , X 2 ) namely ρ 2,3 . Hence, the off-diagonal elements of the dispersion matrix [V] 1,3 and [V] 2,3 are required to characterize the dispersion. However, the element [V] 1,2 never appears, because there is no point at the intersection of the vertical and horizontal boundaries of the optimal rate region (for dependent sources), so they are never simultaneously at play. Hence, even though [V] 1,2 is an element of the dispersion matrix, it has no impact on the local dispersion behavior.
It may at first appear that because this non-scalar dispersion behavior occurs at only two points, it is merely a curiosity, but Theorem 3 asserts that this is not the case. In particular, because the corner points are the extreme points of the optimal rate region, the behavior in their vicinity is vital to the behavior of the optimal weighted sumrate. This is evident in the statement of Theorem 3, that in order to characterize the weighted sum-rate dispersion requires off-diagonal terms of the V matrix. However, the dispersion for certain pairs (α, β) reduces to that for the scalar case. In particular, if β = 0, it is not hard to show (see Appendix A) using Theorem 3 that
Similarly, if
Because these special cases are the only ones for which the weighted sum-rate over the asymptotic rate region is not uniquely minimized at a corner point, these results agree with the assessment that the SW region does not differ from the SI-ED region away from the corner points.
3) Comments on Local Dispersion at Corner Points:
Interestingly, at corner points the local dispersions given by (24)- (25) depends on ǫ, unlike the corresponding local dispersions for non-corner points in (21)- (23). This is illustrated numerically in Fig. 3 for the source p X1,X2 = [0.7 0.1; 0.1 0.1] and the corner point (R * 1 , R * 2 ) = (H(X 1 ), H(X 2 |X 1 )). Also, it can be seen that as θ ↓ 0, F (θ, ǫ; H(X 1 ), H(X 2 |X 1 )) increases without bound. This agrees with intuition because when θ is small, we are approaching the corner point almost parallel to the horizontal boundary of R SW (n, ǫ). When θ ↑ 3π 4 , similarly, we are almost parallel to the sum rate boundary. On the other hand, when θ is moderate (say θ ≈ 8 is the half-angle, which means that the rate pair is, in a sense, furthest away from either boundary. However, the smallest local dispersion does not occur at exactly θ = 3π 8 because of some asymmetry between the entropy densities − log p X1|X2 (X 1 |X 2 ) and − log p X1,X2 (X 1 , X 2 ). The case of approaching a corner point parallel to a boundary line deserves further discussion. One may ask, for example, what trajectories of (R 1,n , R 2,n ) are achievable that approach the point (H(X 1 ), H(X 2 |X 1 )) parallel to the horizontal boundary. All we learn from Fig. 3 and from the characterization of the local dispersion is that R 1,n must approach H(X 1 ) with a perturbation term larger than O(
). This can also be observed for the case where we approach a non-corner point along the horizontal boundary of the SW region. See (22) 
. Answering these types of questions would seem to require techniques from moderate deviations [31] - [33] , and as such it is beyond the scope of this paper. However, we believe that our characterization of the constants on all O(
) terms provides a good-if in this sense incomplete-portrait of the second-order behavior, and we defer this more challenging question to future work.
4) Singular Entropy Dispersion Matrices:
What are the implications of the (n, ǫ)-SW region (Theorem 1) for singular V's? Note that Theorem 1 holds regardless of whether V is singular or positive-definite (but not for the trivial case where V = 0 so we assume throughout that rank(V) ≥ 1). Sources for which V is singular include those which are (i) independent, i.e., I(X 1 ; X 2 ) = 0, (ii) either X 1 or X 2 is uniform over their alphabets. It is easy to see why I(X 1 ; X 2 ) = 0 results in a singular V -this is because the third entry in the entropy density vector is a linear combination of the first two. Thus V loses rank. Case (ii) was analyzed by Sarvotham et al. [23] where
The pair of random variables (X 1 , X 2 ) is the so-called discrete symmetric binary source (DSBS) with crossover probability ζ. For the DSBS, Theorem 1 in [23] asserts that the (n, ǫ)-optimal rate region is (up to terms in o(
where V ζ is a scalar entropy dispersion [to be specified precisely in (35)]. Thus, the three inequalities are decoupled.
In contrast, in Theorem 1, we showed that the (n, ǫ)-optimal rate region for general DMMSes is such that the constraints on R 1 , R 2 and R 1 + R 2 are coupled through the set S (V, ǫ).
Let us relate (34) to our Theorem 1. For the DSBS, it can be verified that rank(V) = 1 and that V is a scalar multiple of the all ones matrix, i.e., V = V ζ 1 3×3 where
Intuitively, this is because there is only one degree of freedom in a DSBS with crossover probability ζ. The parameter V ζ is exactly the scalar dispersion in (34) . In fact, it can be calculated in closed-form for the DSBS with crossover probability ζ as
For this source, since rank(V) = 1, all the probability mass of the degenerate Gaussian N (0, V) lies in a subspace of dimension one. Therefore, it is easy to see that S (V, ǫ) defined in (11) degenerates to the axis-aligned cuboid
The quantity
is approximately the rate redundancy [17] - [19] , [23] for fixed-length SW coding for a DSBS. In this case, the inner and outer bounds of the (n, ǫ)-optimal rate region degenerate to (34) . Thus the fixed-length results in [17] - [19] , [23] are special cases of our general result. This argument for singular dispersion matrices can be formalized and we do so in the latter half of the proof of Theorem 6.
In fact, when the dispersion matrix V is singular, the conclusions resulting from Theorems 2 and 3 become considerably simpler. Let us illustrate this on Theorem 2 with the DSBS with crossover probability ζ defined above. Clearly, for Theorem 2, the conclusions in (21)- (23) stay the same. However, (24) and (25) simplify to the following closed-form expressions:
This is because ρ 1,3 = ρ 2,3 = 1 and all elements of V are identically equal to V ζ so the two-dimensional analogue of the Q function, namely the Ψ function defined in (19) , degenerates to Q function evaluated at the second argument. For example, the Ψ function in (24) becomes
which when equated to 1 − ǫ yields (37).
III. DISPERSION OF THE MULTIPLE-ACCESS CHANNEL
The multiple-access channel or MAC is the channel coding dual to the Slepian-Wolf problem described in Section II [12, Sec. 3.2] . The MAC model has found numerous applications, especially in wireless communications where multiple parities would like to communicate to a single base station reliably. For a MAC, there are two (or more) independent messages M 1 ∈ [2 nR1 ] and M 2 ∈ [2 nR2 ]. The two messages, which are uniformly distributed over their respective message sets, are separately encoded into sequence codewords X n 1 ∈ X n 1 and X n 2 ∈ X n 2 respectively. These codewords are the inputs to a discrete memoryless multiple-access channel (DM-MAC) W :
The decoder receives Y n from the output of the DM-MAC and provides estimates of the messagesM 1 andM 2 or declares that a decoding error has occurred. It is usually desired to send both messages reliably, that is, to ensure that the average probability of error
tends to zero as n → ∞. The set of achievable rates, or the capacity region C * MAC , is given by
for some p Q , p X1|Q and p X2|Q and |Q| ≤ 2. This asymptotic result was proved independently by Ahlswede [2] and Liao [3] and can be written in an alternative form which involves taking the convex hull instead of the introduction of the auxiliary time-sharing variable Q. See [1] for further discussions. A somewhat surprising result in the theory of MACs, which differs from point-to-point channel coding, is that the capacity region for average probability of error is strictly larger than that for maximal probability of error [34] . We emphasize that we focus on the average probability of error defined in (40) throughout. Note that as with the SW case, we can consider
separately and place upper bounds on each of these constituent error probabilities but, for simplicity, we consider only P (n) e in (40) . In this section, we prove an inner bound to C * MAC (n, ǫ), the (n, ǫ)-capacity region, when n is large. This inner bound illustrates the second-order behavior of the capacity region in (41) . We propose a coding scheme for a block of length n that satisfies P (n) e ≤ ǫ for n sufficiently large. Our encoding scheme is the coded time-sharing procedure by Han and Kobayashi [35] . The decoding scheme is similar to MMI decoding [36] . However, the error probability analysis is rather different. The result we present here is a global dispersion one (in the sense of Theorem 1) but one can define similar notions of local (Theorem 2) and sum-rate dispersion (Theorem 3) for this and the ABC problem in the following section. In a similar manner to SW, our results lead naturally to inner bounds. We do not pursue this for the MAC and ABC problems as the analysis turns out to be similar to Theorems 2 and 3.
A. Definitions
Let (X 1 , X 2 , W, Y) be a DM-MAC, i.e., for any input codeword sequences x n 1 ∈ X n 1 and x n 2 ∈ X n 2 ,
, and a decoder ϕ n : Y n → M 1 × M 2 such that the average error probability defined in (40) does not exceed ǫ. Note that the outputs of the encoders are f j,n (M j ), j = 1, 2 and the output of the decoder are the estimates (M 1 ,M 2 ) = ϕ n (Y n ). The coding rates are defined in the usual way.
is the set of all (n, ǫ)-achievable rate pairs. In contrast to the asymptotic setting, it is not obvious that C * MAC (n, ǫ) is convex. The usual Time Sharing argument [12, Lemma 3.2.2] -that the juxtaposition of two good multiple-access codes leads to a good but longer code -does not hold because the blocklength is constrained to be a fixed integer n so juxtaposition is not allowed. Fix a triple of distributions p Q (q), p X1|Q (x 1 |q) and p X2|Q (x 2 |q). Given the channel W , these distributions induce the following output conditional distributions
The output conditional distribution p Y |X1,Q is defined similarly to p Y |X2,Q with 1 replaced by 2 and vice versa.
Definition 12.
The information density vector is defined as
where the distributions
Observe that the expectation of the information density vector with respect to p Q p X1|Q p X2|Q W is the vector of mutual information quantities in (41), i.e.,
Let I t (p Q , p X1|Q , p X2|Q , W ) be the t-th entry of I(p Q , p X1|Q , p X2|Q , W ). As in (14) , let
If there is no risk of confusion, we abbreviate the deterministic vector I(p Q , p X1|Q , p X2|Q , W ) ∈ R 3 and the deterministic matrix V(p Q , p X1|Q , p X2|Q , W ) 0 as I and V respectively. We assume throughout that the channel and the input distributions are such that rank(V) ≥ 1, i.e., V is not the all-zeros matrix. Recall the definition of the rate vector
Definition 14. Given triple of input distributions
to be the set of rate pairs (R 1 , R 2 ) that satisfy
B. Main Result and Interpretation
Theorem 4 (Global Dispersion for DM-MAC). Let ǫ ∈ (0, 1). The (n, ǫ)-capacity region C * MAC (n, ǫ) for the DM-MAC satisfies
for all n sufficiently large. Furthermore, to preserve I and V, the union over p Q can be restricted to those discrete distributions with support Q whose cardinality |Q| ≤ 9. The inner bound is also universally attainable.
This theorem is proved in Section VI-C. The bounds on cardinality can be proved using the support lemma [12, Theorem 3.4] . See Section VI-C2. From (49), we see that the inner bound to the (n, ǫ)-capacity region C * MAC (n, ǫ) approaches the usual MAC region (41) at a rate of O(
) for fixed input distributions. Unsurprisingly, this rate is a consequence of the multidimensional central limit theorem. The redundancy set (49) is approximately the loss in rate to the three mutual information quantities in (41) one must incur when operating at blocklength n and with average error probability ǫ.
For the proof of Theorem 4, we use the coded time-sharing scheme introduced by Han and Kobayashi in their seminal work on interference channels [35] . The decoding step, however, is novel and is a modification of the maximum mutual information (MMI) decoding rule [12] , [36] . This MMI-decoding step allows us to define a new notion of typicality for empirical mutual information quantities. Interestingly, the error event that contributes to the ǫ probability of error is the one in which the transmitted pair of codewords x n 1 (m 1 ), x n 2 (m 2 ) is not jointly typical (in a refined sense of typicality) with the output of the channel y n (and a time-sharing sequence q n ). The probabilities of the other error events -that there exists another codeword jointly typical with the output -can be shown to be vanishingly small relative to ǫ. Intuitively, this is because we are operating close to the boundaries of the rate region for given input distributions, i.e., at very high rates. The sphere-packing argument [12] , [16] , [37] implies that the dominant (typical) error events at high rates are of the form where a large number of incorrect codewords are jointly typical with the transmitted one, i.e., what Forney calls Type I error [37] . Thus, the probability of error is dominated by an atypically large noise event and expurgation does not improve the exponents.
C. Difficulties In The Converse
A converse (outer bound to C * MAC (n, ǫ)) has unfortunately remained elusive. To the best of the authors' knowledge, there are three strong converse proof techniques for the average probability of error of the DM-MAC. The first is by Han [ [41] to the so-called Fano * -distribution 4 which factorizes. Then, he obtains a region that resembles the capacity region for the DM-MAC. Finally, he utilizes a wringing technique to remove (or wring out) the dependence between X 1 and X 2 . Unfortunately, it appears that the use of both the blowing-up lemma and the wringing technique results in estimates of an outer bound that are too loose to match the O(
IV. DISPERSION OF THE ASYMMETRIC BROADCAST CHANNEL
We now turn our attention to the broadcast channel [5] , which is another fundamental problem in network information theory. Despite more than 40 years of research, the capacity region has resisted attempts at proof. One special instance in which the capacity is known is the so-called asymmetric broadcast channel or ABC [4] . The ABC is also known as the broadcast channel with degraded message sets.
In the ABC problem, there are two independent messages M 1 ∈ [2 nR1 ] and M 2 ∈ [2 nR2 ] at the sender. These two messages, which are uniformly distributed over their respective message sets, are encoded into a codeword X n ∈ X n . These codewords are then the inputs to a discrete memoryless asymmetric broadcast channel (DM-ABC) W : X → Y 1 × Y 2 . Decoder 1 receives Y n 1 and estimates both messages M 1 and M 2 , while decoder 2 receives Y n 2 and estimates only M 2 . Let the estimates of the messages at decoder 1 be denoted at (M 1 ,M 2 ) and let the estimate of message 2 at decoder 2 be denoted asM 2 . The average error probability is defined as
Note that the error error event above corresponds to receiver 1 not decoding either message correctly or receiver 2 not decoding her intended message M 2 correctly. An alternative formulation, which turns out to be more challenging, would be to define average probabilities of error for receiver 1 and receiver 2 and to put different upper bounds on these error probabilities. Returning to our setup, it usually is desired to drive P
e , defined in (51), to zero as the blocklength n → ∞. The set of achievable rate pairs (R 1 , R 2 ) first derived by Körner and Marton [4] is then given by the region
for some p U,X (u, x) where |U | ≤ |X | + 1, i.e., U − X − (Y 1 , Y 2 ) form a Markov chain in that order. The proof for the direct part uses the superposition coding technique [5] . The auxiliary variable U basically plays the role of the cloud center while the input random variable X plays the role of a satellite codeword centered at the cloud center U . A weak converse can be proved using the Csiszár-sum-identity [1] . For a strong converse, see [12, Sec 3.3] or the original work by Körner and Marton [4] . We show in this section that the tools we have developed for SW coding and the MAC, such as the vector rate redundancy theorem, are versatile enough for us to provide an inner bound to C * ABC (n, ǫ), the (n, ǫ)-capacity region, when n is large. We again provide a global dispersion result that is analogous to Theorems 1 and 4. Our 3 Given DM-MAC codebooks Cj := {x n j (mj) : mj ∈ Mj}, j = 1, 2, the Fano-distribution p X n j is the uniform distribution over Cj. 4 The Fano * -distribution is p X n j = n k=1 pX jk with pX jk (a) :
coding scheme is based on superposition coding [5] but the analysis is somewhat different and uses a variant of MMI-decoding. Like the DM-MAC, all three inequalities that characterize the capacity region in (52) are "coupled" through an information dispersion matrix for a given input distribution p U,X . Thus, the main result in this section is conceptually very similar to that for the DM-MAC. And as with the DM-MAC, we do not yet have an outer bound for this problem but we note that strong converses for this problem are available [4] , [42] . We start with relevant definitions.
A. Definitions
Let (X , W, Y 1 , Y 2 ) be a 2-receiver DM-ABC. That is given an input codeword sequence x n ∈ X n ,
We will use the notations 
is the set of all (n, ǫ)-achievable rate pairs. Fix an input distribution p U,X ∈ P(U × X ) where the auxiliary random variable U takes values on some finite set U . Given the channel W and input distribution p U,X , the following distributions are defined as:
Definition 17. The information density vector for the ABC is defined as
where the distributions p Y1|U , p Y1 , p Y2|U , p Y2 are defined in (54) and (55) respectively. The random variables
Observe that the expectation of the information density vector with respect to p U,X W is the vector of mutual information quantities, i.e.,
Definition 18. The information dispersion matrix V(p U,X , W ) is the covariance matrix of the random vector
As with the SW and MAC cases, we usually abbreviate I(p U,X , W ) and V(p U,X , W ) as I and V respectively. We will again use the definition of the rate vector R = [R 1 , R 2 , R 1 + R 2 ] T in (16).
Definition 19.
Given an input distribution p U,X , define the region R(n, ǫ; p U,X ) ⊂ R 2 to be the set of rate pairs (R 1 , R 2 ) that satisfy
where ν := |U ||X | max{|Y 1 |, |Y 2 |} + κ +
2 and κ is defined similarly that for the DM-MAC problem (see (47)).
Here I := I(p U,X , W ) and V := V(p U,X , W ) and the set S (V, ǫ) ⊂ R 3 is defined in (11) .
B. Main Result and Interpretation

Theorem 5 (Global Dispersion for the DM-ABC).
Let ǫ ∈ (0, 1). The (n, ǫ)-capacity region C * ABC (n, ǫ) for the DM-ABC satisfies
for all n sufficiently large. Furthermore, to preserve I and V, the union over p U can be restricted to those discrete distributions with support U whose cardinality |U | ≤ |X | + 6. The inner bound is also universally attainable.
The proof of this result can be found in Section VI-D. Conceptually, this result is very similar to that for the SW problem (Theorem 1) and the DM-MAC (Theorem 4). The reason for its inclusion in this paper is to demonstrate that the proof techniques we have developed here are general and widely applicable to many network information theory problems, including problems whose capacity regions involve auxiliary random variables. One can also derive local dispersions and sum-rate dispersions.
For the ABC, one can easily improve on the global dispersion result presented in Theorem 5 by using constant composition codes, i.e., first generate the U codewords (cloud centers) uniformly at random from some type class T PU then generate the X codewords (satellites) uniformly at random from some P X|U -shell T PX|U (u n ) centered at a cloud center u n ∈ T PU . Then instead of the unconditional information dispersion matrix V(p U,X , W ) in (58), we see that the following conditional information dispersion matrix is also achievable:
Note that V ′ (P U,X , W ) V(P U,X , W ) so the dispersion is not increased using such constant composition codes. We do not pursue this extension in detail here but note that instead of of i.i.d. version of the multi-dimensional Berry-Esséen theorem (Corollary 8) we need a version that deals with independent but not necessarily identically distributed random vectors, e.g., the one provided by Göetze [43] .
V. DISCUSSION AND OPEN PROBLEMS
To summarize, we characterized the (n, ǫ)-optimal rate region for the SW problem up to the O( log n n ) term. We showed that this global dispersion result can be stated in terms of a new object which we call the dispersion matrix. We also provided similar inner bounds for the DM-MAC and DM-ABC problems. We unified our achievability proofs through an important theorem known as the vector rate redundancy theorem. We believe this general result would be useful in other network information theory problems.
To gain better insight to the dispersion of network problems, we focused on the SW problem and considered the rate of convergence of the non-asymptotic rate region R * SW (n, ǫ) to the boundary of the SW region. We defined and exactly characterized two operational dispersions, namely the local and weighted sum-rate dispersions. One of the most interesting and novel results presented here is the following: When we approach a corner point, the scalar dispersions that have been prevalent in the recent literature [10] , [11] , [13] - [15] do not suffice. Rather, to characterize the local and weighted sum-rate dispersions, we need to use the bivariate Gaussian as well as some off-diagonal elements of the dispersion matrix.
Clearly, it would be desirable to derive dispersion-type outer bounds for the (n, ǫ)-capacity region of the DM-MAC and DM-ABC. We have discussed the difficulties to obtaining such outer bounds. For the DM-MAC, it appears that generalizations of Polyanskiy et al.'s meta (or minimax) strong converse [11, Theorem 26] or Augustin's strong converse [41] to multi-terminal settings are required. For the MAC, it was mentioned in Section III-B that a sharpening of Ahlswede's wringing technique [40] seems necessary for a converse proof. For the ABC, appears that strengthening of the information spectrum technique in [42] or the entropy and image size characterizations technique [12, Ch. 15] are required for a dispersion-type outer bound.
VI. PROOFS OF GLOBAL DISPERSIONS
In this section, we provide the proofs for the global dispersion results in the previous sections (Theorems 1, 4 and 5). We start in Section VI-A by stating and proving a preliminary but important result known as the vector rate redundancy theorem. This result is a generalization of the (scalar) rate redundancy theorem in [14] , [15] . We then prove Theorems 1, 4 and 5 in Sections VI-B, VI-C, and VI-D respectively.
A. A Preliminary Result
Theorem 6 (Vector Rate Redundancy Theorem). Let g : P(X ) → R d be twice continuously differentiable. Let
for t = 1, . .
. , d be the component-wise derivatives of g. Denote the vector of derivatives (the gradient vector) as
T . Let V ∈ R d×d be the covariance matrix of the random vector g ′ (X), i.e.,
Assume that rank(V) ≥ 1 and
where ∇ 2 pX g t (p X ) denotes the Hessian matrix of p X → g t (p X ). Define the sequence
Then, for any vector z ∈ R d , we have
where P X n ∈ P n (X ) is the (random) type of the sequence X n and Z ∼ N (0, V).
Before we prove Theorem 6, let us state Bentkus' version of the multidimensional Berry-Esséen theorem. 
where C d is the family of all convex, Borel measurable subsets of R d .
Bentkus remarks in [27] that the constant 400 in Theorem 7 can be "considerably improved especially for large d". For simplicity, we will simply use (67). Because we will frequently encounter random vectors with non-identity covariance matrices and "whitening" is not applicable, it is necessary to modify Theorem 7 as follows:
Corollary 8. Assume the same setup as in Theorem 7 with the exception that
The proof of the corollary is by simple linear algebra and is presented in Appendix B. We are now ready to prove the important vector rate redundancy theorem.
Proof: First we assume that λ min (V) > 0. In the latter part of the proof, we relax this assumption. By Taylor's theorem applied component-wise, we can rewrite g(P X n ) as
Recall that g is twice continuously differentiable and the probability simplex P(X ) is compact. As such, we can conclude that each entry of the second-order residual term in (69) can be bounded above as
Using the definition of κ in (64) yields,
We now evaluate the probability that ∆ ∞ exceeds c n > 0:
where (72) uses the bound on ∆ ∞ in (71), (73) follows because the ℓ 2 -norm dominates the ℓ 1 -norm for finitedimensional vectors, and finally (74) follows from a sharpened bound on the ℓ 1 -deviation of the type from the generating distribution by Weissman et al. [44] . Setting
establishes that
For convenience, let us denote the left-hand-side (LHS) of (66) as q n . Then, using (69),
Now, we note the following fact which is proved in Appendix C.
Lemma 9. Let G and ∆ be random vectors in
Using the identifications
we can lower bound the right hand side of (77) as follows,
In the last inequality, we used the result in (76) for the chosen c n . Because the type P X n puts a probability mass of
By definition of the expectation, we also have
The substitution of (81) and (82) in (80) yields 20 Now note that the random vectors {g ′ (X k ) − E[g ′ (X)]} n k=1 are i.i.d. and have zero-mean and covariance V defined in (63). In addition, the set {g ∈ R d : g ≥ z ′ } is convex so it belongs to C d . Using the multidimensional Berry-Esséen theorem in (68) to further lower bound (84) yields
where the third moment
In addition, we assumed that λ min (V) > 0 so the second term is finite. Now, note that the sequence √ n(b n − c n ) = log n √ n from the definition of b n in (65) and c n in (75). Since δ → P(Z ≥ z − δ1) is continuously differentiable and monotonically increasing, we have
by Taylor's approximation theorem. Applying (86) to (85) 
yields the lower bound
whence the desired result follows for the case V ≻ 0. Now we consider the case where V is singular but recall that we assume rank(V) ≥ 1. The only step in which we have to modify in the proof for the case V ≻ 0 is in the application of the multidimensional Berry-Esséen theorem in (85). This is because we would be dividing by λ min (V) = 0. To fix this, we reduce the problem to the non-singular case. Assume that rank(V) = r < d and define the zero-mean i.i.d. random vectors
There exists a d × r matrix T such that A k = TB k where B k ∈ R r are i.i.d. random vectors with positive-definite covariance matrixṼ. The matrix T can be taken to be composed of the r eigenvectors corresponding to the non-zero eigenvalues of V. We can now replace the A k vectors in (84) with TB k and apply the multidimensional Berry-Esséen theorem [27] to B 1 , . . . , B n . The theorem clearly applies since the set {b ∈ R r : Tb ≥ z ′ } is convex. This gives the same conclusion as in (87) with r in place of d and λ min (Ṽ) in place of λ min (V).
B. Proof of the Global Dispersion for the SW Problem (Theorem 1)
We now present the proof of Theorem 1 on the (n, ǫ)-optimal rate region for distributed lossless source coding. We present the achievability proof in Section VI-B1 and the converse proof in Section VI-B2. We will see that the achievability procedure (coding scheme) is universal. In Section VI-B3, we discuss the implications of choosing not to use a universal decoding rule but a rule that is akin to maximum-a posteriori decoding [45] . 1) Achievability: .. Proof: Let (R 1 , R 2 ) be a rate pair in the inner bound R in (n, ǫ) defined in (17) . Codebook Generation: For j = 1, 2, randomly and independently assign an index f 1,n (x n j ) ∈ [2 nRj ] to each sequence x n j ∈ X n j according to a uniform probability mass function. The sequences of the same index form a bin, i.e., B j (m j ) := {x n j ∈ X n j :
] are random subsets of X n j . The bin assignments are revealed to all parties. In particular, the decoder knows the bin rates R j . Encoding: Given x n j ∈ X n j , encoder j transmits the bin index f j,n (x n j ). Hence, for length-n sequence, the rates of m 1 and m 2 are R 1 and R 2 respectively. Decoding: The decoder, upon receipt of the bin indices (m 1 , m 2 ) finds the unique sequence pair (x n 1 ,x n 2 ) ∈ B 1 (m 1 ) × B 2 (m 2 ) such that the empirical entropy vector
where the thresholding sequence δ n is defined as
Define T (R, δ n ) := {z ∈ R 3 : z ≤ R − δ n 1} to be the typical empirical entropy set. Then, (88) is equivalent tô
If there is more than one pair or no such pair in B 1 (m 1 ) × B 2 (m 2 ), declare a decoding error. Note that our decoding scheme is universal [12] , i.e., the decoder does not depend on knowledge of the true distribution p X1,X2 . It does depend on the rate pair which is known to the decoder since the codebook (bin assignments) is known to all parties. Analysis of error probability: Let the sequences sent by the two users be (X n 1 , X n 2 ) and let their corresponding bin indices be (M 1 , M 2 ). We bound the probability of error averaged over the random code construction. Clearly, the ensemble probability of error is bounded above by the sum of the probabilities of the following four events:
We bound the probabilities of these events in turn. Consider
where we made the dependence of the empirical entropy vector on the type explicit in (94). In (95), we invoked the definition of T (R, δ n ).
In (96), we used the fact that R = H(p X1,X2 ) +z √ n + a n for some vectorz ∈ R 3 that satisfies P(Z ≤z) ≥ 1 − ǫ where Z ∼ N (0, V) and a n = ν log n n for ν = |X 1 ||X 2 | + 3 2 + κ, where κ was defined in (14) . Note that κ < ∞ because we assumed that p X1,X2 (x 1 , x 2 ) > 0 for all (x 1 , x 2 ).
We now bound the probability in (96) using the vector rate redundancy theorem with the following identifications: random variable X ← (X 1 , X 2 ), smooth function g(p X1,X2 ) ← −H(p X1,X2 ), evaluation vector z ← −z and sequence b n ← a n − δ n . The function p X1,X2 → −H(p X1,X2 ) is twice continuously differentiable because p X1,X2 (x 1 , x 2 ) > 0 for all (x 1 , x 2 ). Note that setting the coefficient of a n , namely ν, to be |X 1 ||X 2 | + 1/2 + (κ + 1) results in b n = (κ + 1) log n n as required by Theorem 6. This has been ensured with the choice of ν in Definition 8. Also, the third moment is uniformly bound as stated in Appendix D .
With the above identifications and the realization that the matrix V in the vector rate redundancy theorem equals Cov(h(X 1 , X 2 )) (by direct differentiation of entropy functionals),
where in (98) we used the fact that P(Z ≥ −z) = P(Z ≤z) because Z has zero mean. Consequently,
For the second event, by symmetry and uniformity, P(E 2 ) = P(E 2 |X n 1 ∈ B 1 (1)). For ease of notation, let p :=
. Now consider the chain of inequalities:
(107)
where (101) follows from the definition of E 2 , (102) follows from the union bound and because forx n 1 = x n 1 , the events {x n 1 ∈ B 1 (1)}, {x n 1 ∈ B 1 (1)} and {(X n 1 , X n 2 ) = (x n 1 , x n 2 )} are mutually independent, and (103) follows from the inclusion {x n 1 :
Equality (104) follows from the uniformity in the random binning. In (105), we first dropped the constraintx n 1 = x n 1 and marginalized over x n 1 . Then, we partitioned the sum over x n 2 into disjoint type classes indexed by Q ∈ P n (X 2 ) and we partitioned the sum overx n 1 ∈ X n 1 into sums over stochastic matrices V ∈ V n (X 1 ; Q) (for notation see Section I-D). In (106), we upper bounded the cardinality of the V -shell as . By the choice of δ n in (89), inequality (108) reduces to
Similarly
. Together with (100), we conclude that the error probability defined in (5) averaged over the random binning is upper bounded as
for all n sufficiently large. Hence, there is a deterministic code whose error probability in (5) is no greater than ǫ if the rate pair (R 1 , R 2 ) belongs to R in (n, ǫ).
2) Converse: .. Proof: To prove the outer bound, we use Lemma 7.2.2. in Han [29] (which was originally proved by Miyake and Kanaya [28] ) which asserts that every (n, 2 nR1 , 2 nR2 , ǫ)-SW code must satisfy
for any γ > 0. This result is typically used for proving strong converses for general (non-stationary, non-ergodic) sources but as we will see it is also very useful for proving a dispersion-type converse. Recall that h(X n 1 , X n 2 ) is the entropy density vector in (12) evaluated at (X n 1 , X n 2 ). By the memorylessness of the source, it can be written as a sum of i.i.d. random vectors {h(X 1k , X 2k )} n k=1 . We assume that V ≻ 0. The case where V is singular can be handled in exactly the same way as we did in the proof of the vector rate redundancy theorem. See discussion after (87). Fix γ := log n 2n and definez := √ n(R − H + log n n 1). Now consider the probability in (112), denoted as s n :
We are now ready to use the multidimensional Berry-Esséen theorem. We can easily verify that the third moment
] is uniformly bounded. See Appendix D. As such, using (68) we can upper bound s n as follows:
The last step follows by Taylor's approximation theorem. See (86). On account of (112) and (116),
which, upon rearrangement, means thatz
3) Comments on the proof and Universal Decoding: In place of the universal decoding rule in (88), one could use a non-universal one by comparing the normalized entropy density vector (instead of the empirical entropy vector) evaluated at (x n 1 ,x n 2 ) with the rate vector, i.e.,
In this case, Taylor expansion as in the proof of the vector rate redundancy theorem [cf. (69)] would not be required because the above criterion can be written a normalized sum of i.i.d. random vectors. The multidimensional BerryEsséen theorem can thus be applied directly. Under the decoding strategy in (118), close examination of the proofs shows that there is symmetry between the error probability bounds in the direct and converse parts as in [29, Lemmas 7.2.1-2]. In [18] , the authors also suggested a universal strategy for finite blocklength SW coding. They suggested the use of feedback to estimate the source statistics, whereas we use the empirical entropy here, cf. (88).
C. Proof of the Global Dispersion for the DM-MAC (Theorem 4)
We now present the proof of Theorem 4 on the (n, ǫ)-capacity region for the DM-MAC. We present the proof of the inner bound in Section VI-C1 and the proof that the cardinality of Q can be restricted to 9 in Section VI-C2. In Section VI-C3, we comment on how the proof and the statement of the result can be modified if the input and output alphabets of the MAC are not discrete but are arbitrary. 1) Achievability: .. Proof: Fix a finite alphabet Q and a tuple of input distributions (p Q , p X1|Q , p X2|Q ). Fix a pair of (n, ǫ)-achievable rates (R 1 , R 2 ) ∈ R(n, ǫ; p Q , p X1|Q , p X2|Q ). See definitions in Section III-A. Codebook Generation: Randomly generate a sequence q n ∼ n k=1 p Q (q k ). For j = 1, 2, randomly and conditionally independently generate codewords
] is revealed to all parties. Encoding: For j = 1, 2, given m j ∈ [2 nRj ], encoder j sends codeword x n j (m j ) ∈ X n j . Decoding: The decoder, upon receipt of the output of the DM-MAC y n ∈ Y n finds the unique message pair
] such that the empirical mutual information vector
. If there is no such message pair or there is not a unique message pair, declare a decoding error. We remind the reader thatÎ(x n 1 (m 1 )∧y n |x n 2 (m 2 ), q n ) is the conditional mutual information I(X 1 ;Ỹ |X 2 ,Q) where the dummy random variable (Q,X 1 ,X 2 ,Ỹ ) has distribution, an n-type, P q n ,x
Note that, unlike typicality set decoding [1] or maximum-likelihood decoding [16] , the decoding rule in (119) is universal, i.e., the decoder does not need to be given knowledge of the channel statistics W . Analysis of error probability: By the uniformity of the messages M 1 and M 2 and the random code construction, we can assume that (M 1 , M 2 ) = (1, 1). The average ensemble error probability is upper bounded by the sum of the probabilities of the following four events:
We use the definition of R(n, ǫ; p Q , p X1|Q , p X2|Q ) in (49) to express P(E 1 ) as follows:
where (125) follows from the definition of T (R, δ n ).
In (126), we used the definition of S (V, ǫ) to assert that z ∈ R 3 is a vector satisfying P(Z ≥ z) ≥ 1 − ǫ for Z ∼ N (0, V). Also, the sequence a n = ν log n n where ν is given in (47).
Now we use the vector rate redundancy theorem with the following identifications:
, evaluation vector z ← z and sequence b n ← a n − δ n . As such, the probability in (126) satisfies
where in the first inequality, we used the fact that the V in the vector rate redundancy theorem coincides with the information dispersion matrix V(p Q , p X1|Q , p X2|Q , W ). This can easily be verified by direct differentiation of (conditional) mutual information quantities with respect to the joint distribution p Q,X1,X2,Y := p Q p X1|Q p X2|Q W .
Combining (126) and (128) yields
To bound the probabilities of E 2 , E 3 and E 4 , we use the following lemma whose proof is relegated to Appendix E. This result is a types-based analogue of the (conditional) joint typicality lemma used extensively for channel coding problems in [1] .
Lemma 10 (Atypicality of Empirical Mutual Information). Fix a joint distribution
Then for any t > 0 and any n ∈ N, the empirical mutual informationÎ(X n ∧ Y n |U n ) satisfies
Now we use this lemma to bound P(E 2 ). By the union bound and the symmetry in the generation of the codewords,
where (133) follows from the inclusion {Î(Q n , X n 1 (2),
134) follows from the fact that I(X 1 ;Ỹ |X 2 ,Q) ≤ I(X 1 ;X 2 ,Ỹ |Q) for any four random variablesQ,X 1 ,X 2 ,Ỹ . For (135), we applied the atypicality of empirical mutual information lemma with the following identifications:
is conditionally independent of (X n 2 (1), Y n ) given Q n so the lemma applies. Using the definition of δ n , we have
Similarly, P(
. Uniting (129) and (136) reveals that the average probability of error of the random code ensemble is bounded above as P(E) ≤
Therefore, there must exist a code whose average probability of error for the DM-MAC W is bounded above by ǫ as desired.
2) Cardinality Bounds: .. Proof: We now argue that |Q| can be restricted to be no greater than 9. The following 9 functionals are continuous in p X1,X2|Q := p X1|Q p X2|Q : Three mutual information quantities I(X 1 ; Y |X 2 , Q), I(X 2 ; Y |X 1 , Q) and I(X 1 , X 2 ; Y |Q), three variances on the diagonals of V(p Q , p X1|Q , p X2|Q , W ) and three covariances in the strict upper triangular part of V(p Q , p X1|Q , p X2|Q , W ). By the support lemma [12, Lemma 3.4] (or Eggleston's theorem), there exists a discrete random variable Q ′ , whose support has cardinality |Q ′ | ≤ 9, that preserves these 9 continuous functionals in p X1,X2|Q . Thus, the inner bound is preserved if the auxiliary time-sharing random variable Q is restricted to have cardinality 9.
3) Extension to Arbitrary Alphabets:
In place of the universal decoding rule in (119), one could use a nonuniversal one by comparing the normalized information density vector (instead of the empirical mutual information vector) with the rate vector, i.e.,
and similarly for the other two information densities. For this non-universal decoding strategy, Taylor expansion as in the proof of the vector rate redundancy theorem [cf. (69)] would not be required because the above criterion can be written as a normalized sum of i.i.d. random vectors. One can verify that a simpler version of the vector rate redundancy theorem can be proved for the decoding rule in (137) if the channel and input distributions are such that the third moment is bounded. In addition, we need to generalize the atypicality of empirical mutual information lemma for the steps in (131)- (136) to hold. This can be done using standard Chernoff bounding techniques. Indeed, if
for every t ≥ 0. This is the analogue of Lemma 10. Finally, note that we have used i.i.d. codebooks for simplicity.
For the AWGN-MAC, a codebook containing codewords of exact power may result in a smaller dispersion. See [10] , [11] for the single-user case.
D. Proof of the Global Dispersion for the DM-ABC (Theorem 5)
We now present the proof of Theorem 5 on the (n, ǫ)-capacity region for the DM-ABC. Conceptually, it is simple -it uses the superposition coding technique [5] and the vector rate redundancy theorem. 1) Achievability: .. Proof: Fix an input alphabet U and also an input distribution p U,X ∈ P(U ×X ). This input distribution induces the distributions p U and p X|U . Also fix a pair of achievable rates (R 1 , R 2 ) belonging to the region R(n, ǫ; p U,X ) (Definition 19) . Codebook Generation Randomly and independently generate 2 nR2 cloud centers u n (m 2 
]. For every m 2 , randomly and conditionally independently generate 2 nR1 satellite codewords x n (m 1 , m 2 
The codebooks consisting of the u n and x n codewords are revealed to the encoder and the two decoders.
], the encoder transmits x n (m 1 , m 2 ). Decoding: Decoder 2 only has to decode the common message m 2 . When it receives y n 2 ∈ Y n 2 , it finds the uniquě
where the sequence
. If there is no such message or there is not a unique one, declare a decoding error. Decoder 1 has to decode both the common message m 2 and its own message m 1 . When it receives y n 1 ∈ Y n 1 , it finds the unique pair
If there is no such message pair or there is not a unique one, again declare a decoding error. For convenience in stating the error events, we use the notation T (R 1 , R 2 , δ n ) := {z ∈ R 2 :
We remind the reader that the notationÎ(x n (m 1 ,m 2 ) ∧ y n 1 |u n (m 2 )) denotes the conditional mutual information I(X;Ỹ |Ũ ) where (Ũ ,X,Ỹ ) is a dummy random variable with distribution, an n-type, P u n (m2),x n (m1,m2),y n 1 .
Analysis of Error Probability:
By symmetry and the random codebook generation, we can assume that (M 1 , M 2 ) = (1, 1). The error event at decoder 2, namely E 2 := {M 2 = M 2 }, can be decomposed into the following 2 events:
Decoder 1's error event, namely
can be decomposed into the following 3 events:
The vectorĴ(u n , x n , y n 1 ) is defined in (140). Clearly the average error probability for the ABC defined in (51) can be bounded above as P
Note that in contrast to the DM-MAC, we bound the probability of the union E 2,1 ∪ E 1,1 instead of bounding the probabilities of the constituent events separately. This is an important distinction. By doing so, we can use the vector rate redundancy theorem on an empirical mutual information vector of length-3. See (148) below. We bound the first term in (146), which can be written as
where the length-3 empirical mutual information vector is defined aŝ
Using the fact that (R 1 , R 2 ) ∈ R(n, ǫ; p U,X ), we can rewrite (147) as
where from the definition of S (V, ǫ) in (11), z ∈ R 3 is a vector satisfying P(Z ≥ z) ≥ 1 − ǫ and Z ∼ N (0, V).
The sequence a n = ν log n n with ν given in Definition 19. Now we again invoke the vector rate redundancy theorem (Theorem 6) with the following identifications: random variable X ← (U, X, Y 1 , Y 2 ), smooth function g(p U,X W ) ← I(p U,X , W ), evaluation vector z ← z and sequence b n ← a n − δ n . Hence, going through the same argument as for the MAC (see (127)-(128)),
The rest of the error events can be bounded using the atypicality of empirical mutual information lemma (Lemma 10).
Since the calculations are similar, we focus solely on E 1,2 . For this event, we have
The reasoning for each of these steps is similar to that for the DM-MAC. See steps (131) to (135). The crucial realization to get from (153) to (154) via the use of the atypicality of empirical mutual information lemma is that form 1 = 1, the satellite codeword X n (m 1 , 1) is conditionally independent of Y n 1 given the cloud center U n (1). By the choice of δ n introduced at the decoding step, we have
Similarly, P(E 2,2 ) ≤
. This, combined with (146) and (150), shows that the average error probability for the DM-ABC, defined in (51), is no greater than ǫ. Hence, there exists a deterministic code whose average error probability is no greater than ǫ as desired.
2) Cardinality Bounds: ..
Proof: The bound on |U | can be argued in the same way as we did for the DM-MAC in Section VI-C2. We need |X | − 1 elements to preserve p X (x), x ∈ {0, . . . , |X | − 2} and 7 additional elements to preserve the two mutual information quantities I(U ; Y 2 ) and I(X; Y 1 |U ), two variances along the diagonals of V(p U,X , W ), 
where R * SW is the (asymptotic) SW rate region given in (3) . Let D ⊂ R k be the set of asymptotically achievable vectors s with c T s = f * . For every s ∈ D, define
Let s * n ∈ R k be a vector minimizing c T s * n subject to (R 1,n , R 2,n ) being (n, ǫ)-achievable for some (R 1,n , R 2,n ) satisfying
Proof: Choose an arbitrary s ∈ D. We will show (A.6) for this s. Let s n minimize c T s n subject to
By Theorem 1,
First we find a lower bound on c T s n . From the definition of S (V, ǫ), (A.7) is equivalent to
The condition (A.9) can be rewritten
where we have defined events
for j = 1, 2, 3. Contiuing from (A.10), 15) where (A. 15) holds by the definition of N s . Let s n be a solution to
Note that we may assume equality in the constraint in (A. 16 ) because the probability is nondecreasing in each element of s ′ , and c ≥ 0. Hence 19) where (A. 17) follows from (A. 15) and the definition of s n , (A. 18) follows from the definition of u s in (A. 3) , and (A. 19) holds because c T s = f * for all s ∈ D. Now we upper bound c T s n . For j ∈ {1, 2, 3}, let
With hindsight, we define the following exponentially decaying sequences:
Now lets n := s +ū √ n (A. 23) whereū is a solution to minimize u c T u subject to P(Z Ns ≤ A Ns u) = 1 − ǫ + τ n . (A. 24) Note that by continuity and differentiability of the Gaussian cumulative density function, c Tū and c T u s differ by an exponentially decaying sequence that we denote τ ′ n . We claim thats n satisfies condition (A. 7) . For all j ∈ N c s and sufficiently large n,
(A. 25) Define the eventsĀ 26) for j = 1, 2, 3. We claim that P(Ā c j,n ) is exponentially decaying for j ∈ N c s . Indeed,
(A. 29) = τ j,n (A. 30) where the inequality in (A. 28 ) is due to the Chernoff bound for the Q-function, i.e., Q(t) ≤ 2 ) for all t ≥ 0, and (A. 29) holds by (A. 25) for sufficiently large n. Now we have P(Ā 1,n ∩Ā 2,n ∩Ā 3,n ) ≥ P 36) and recall τ ′ n is exponentially decaying. Combining (A. 19) and (A.36) with (A.8) yields (A.6). Proof of Theorem 2: Fix (R * 1 , R * 2 ) and θ. We particularize Lemma 11 by setting k = 1, scalar c = 1, matrix A = [cos θ, sin θ] T ,R 1 = R * 1 , andR 2 = R * 2 . It is clear that f * = 0 and D = {0} (i.e., the only solution is s = 0). The set N s defined in (A.2) will depend on which of the five cases (R * 1 , R * 2 ) falls into. Consider the first case: i.e. R * 1 = H(X 1 |X 2 ) and R * 2 > H(X 2 ). Then N s = {1}. By (A. 3) , the scalar u s satisfies P(Z 1 ≤ (cos θ)u s ) = 1 − ǫ. (A. 37) This may also be written as That the dispersion is given by (21) is an immediate consequence given the assumption that − π 2 < θ < π 2 so cos θ > 0. The local dispersions in (22)- (23) follow similarly.
We now consider a corner point; in particular, take R * 1 = H(X 1 |X 2 ) and R * 2 = H(X 2 ). Then N s = {1, 3}, meaning u s satisfies P Z 1 ≤ (cos θ)u s , Z 3 ≤ (cos θ + sin θ)u s = 1 − ǫ.
(A. 41) This may be written The dispersion in (24) follows from applying Lemma 11. The local dispersion for the other corner point in (25) follows similarly. Proof of Theorem 3: Fix (α, β). We particularize Lemma 11 be setting k = 2, c = [α, β] T , A = I 2 , and R 1 =R 2 = 0. We have that f * = R * sum (α, β) as given in (4) . Consider first the case that α ≥ β. In this case, one asymptotic optimum is the corner point s = (H(X 1 |X 2 ), H(X 2 )) T . (This will not be the unique optimum if β = 0 or α = β, but Lemma 11 still applies.) Hence N s = {1, 3}, so u s = (u 1 , u 2 ) is the solution to (rewriting the probability as in (A. 42 (26)- (27) . For the case that β ≥ α an identical argument leads to (28) .
In the special cases that β = 0, α = 0, or α = β, there will be non-unique asymptotic optima; i.e. D contains more than one element. For these cases, alternate choices for s yield single-element N s sets. Application of Lemma 11 with this choice leads to the simpler expressions (31)-(33). Still, Lemma 11 asserts that the resulting dispersions are the same as those given in (26)- (28).
APPENDIX B PROOF OF COROLLARY 8
Proof: We use Theorem 7 to prove Corollary 8. Let V = LL T be the Cholesky decomposition of the matrix V, defined in (63). The lower-triangular matrix L ∈ R d×d is the left Cholesky factor of V. Define the change of coordinatesŨ k := LU k ∈ R d for all k = 1, . . . , n. Then, Cov( 
APPENDIX C PROOF OF LEMMA 9
Proof: Define the events F := {G ≥ v + φ1} and G := {∆ > −φ1}. Then, F ∩ G ⊂ {G + ∆ ≥ v}. As such
(C. 4) In addition, we have P(G c ) = P(∆ ≤ −φ1) ≤ P( ∆ ∞ ≥ φ).
(C.5)
The combination of (C.4) and (C.5) yields (78) as desired.
APPENDIX D FINITENESS OF THIRD MOMENTS
In this appendix, we prove that the third moments are finite. For notation, see Sections II-A, III-A and IV-A.
Lemma 12.
For the SW, MAC and ABC problems, let the third moments be defined as Subsequently, we simplify notation by dropping the subscripts on the distributions, e.g., p(y|x 2 , q) := p Y |X2,Q (y|x 2 , q) [see (43) ]. Also we define the ℓ q -norm A q = E [|A| q ] 1/q for any random variable A and any q ≥ 1. We focus on the first term in the sum in (D. 6) , namely 3 + log 1 p(Y |X 2 , Q) 3 + log |Y| (D.9)
≤ 2(4.1|Y|) 1/3 + log |Y|, (D. 10) where (D. 10) follows from the fact that x log 3 1
x ≤ (3e −1 log e) 3 ≤ 4.1 for all x > 0. All the other terms can be bounded similarly. This completes the proof. (E. 8) where in (E. 4) we used the bound in (E.3). For (E.5), we noted that the type of u n in the innermost sum is P u n = Q.
In (E.6), we used [12, Lemma 1.2.6] to upper bound the W n ( · |u n )-probability of a V -shell. In (E. 7) , we applied the Type Counting Lemma for conditional types [12, Eq. (2.5.1)] which asserts that |V n (X × Y; Q)| ≤ (n + 1) |U ||X ||Y| . This completes the proof.
